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Evidence for multiple bonding in metal-tofluoroalkyi bonds 

Several recent note+3 hat-e offered evidence that certain metal-perfluoroalk-I 
(M-I+) bonds are stronger than the corresponding metal-alkyi (M-R) bonds are 
known or expected to be, and have attributed this to parriat metal-to-carbon muhiple 
bonding. In se\-erai cases reference has been made to what appears to be the first 
suggestion4 of such mukiple bonding. 

This ori$naI huggestion was offered without explicit documentation in the 

espectation of prompt crxmplction and full reportin, = of the work on which it was 
based_ -4s the completion of that work has been delayed. while the idea itself has 
become a subject of some interest, this note provides a brief account of the evidence 
underlying the suggestion. 3 futl account5 xii1 be submitted s soon a~ possible_ 

The strongest e\-idence comes from the infrared spectrum of CF,SIn(CO!5 in 

the regions of the interrzal modes of the CF, goup- From too to 1300 cm-l the fol- 
lowing bands (in cm-‘) are ob+zrx-ed (CS, soIurion) I 1033 (s). 101s (3). FCC' is). ~62 (m,. 

fkqa+ {w). 652 (41). 646 (sj_ Since BrJIn(C0!5 hai a strong band at 63s cm-‘. we assume 
that one or both of the 1-t mentioned bzndi of CF,?rIn!CO), are due to the 3In(CO!, 
group. probabl- to an Mn-C-O xa&ng mode. The remaining fi1.e bands seem to be 
attributable to the CF, group. \Yhen the* are comprtred to the xnvdw of a CF, group 
in various CF,S compounds such as tho& in which S is CI. Er, or I, it is evident that 
esterkx-e shifts have occurred_ Here xe shall discuss oni- t!tt- C-F srretching modes. 
which are found at 1x77-1217 (El and IO+1x04 i-4 1; wave numbers in the CF, 
halides_ It thus appears that in CF,Mn(CO), rhew modes ha\-e been lowered b\-, on the 

al-era@, abour 100 cm-I_ Since the mean frequency in the CF,S compounds is 

-- 1140 cm-'. this indicates. roughly, a drop of about IO "b in the C--F force constant. 
1X-e sugget that thk. k due to a drift of electron from the appropriate n= orbit& 

of Mn (d=, d,) into the C-F antibondin g orbitals {a set with quarri-E s_mmetry_! of 

CF,_ 
It is intertijting to note that if the II-RF bond shortenings’-“, 0.10 ;\, are used 

to es&mate the M-C bond order increases o\-er 1.0, according to ;? recmzix- published 
correiation: an incre3Se of - 15 "0 can b estimated. This is not inconsixcnt with the 
preceding deduction from the decrease in C-F frxce constants_. 

Similar shifts of C-F frequencies ha\-e been ob_*rx-ed in other RPJI(COjn 

compounds, such as CF,Fe[CO>:i_ SIorew-er, zhere are iarge shifts aIso in F-C-F 
deformation frequencies, b-u1 the detailed interpretation of a11 these shifts requires 

comp!ete data and an approsimate normal coordinate analysis’. 
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